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ABSTRACT

How can we create more compelling simulations of
human activity in urban environments? How can we
avoid scripting or programming background activities
that are common to urban life and focus on the activities
that define a training task? How can we migrate those
activities to different urban environments without having
to start the process from a clean slate?
In this paper we discuss recent work towards developing
complex urban environments that support deep urban
activities. We call this an “annotated urban environment.”
An annotated urban environment consists of an underlying
geometric description that, coupled with a set of
attributions, can both describe the geometry and provide
links between spatial relationships. This technique
could optimize current methods to create pattern of life
activities in visual, constructive, and serious games.

INTRODUCTION
How can we create more compelling simulations
of human activities in urban environments? Such
background activities reflecting day-to-day behaviors are
often referred to as the pattern of life (POL).
Modern modeling, simulation, and training systems rely
on some level of opponent behaviors. Collections of
entities, often called semi-automated forces (SAF), are
developed with behaviors that reflect military opponent
doctrine. These behaviors are generally a mixture of
proscribed sensing and reaction with artificial intelligence
(AI) reasoning. The goal of having SAF in a simulation is
to reduce the number of human participants in a networked
simulation by providing unit or individual behaviors that
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are deemed to be purposeful and realistic. SAF planning
is usually based upon limited spatial reasoning and the
modeling of human behaviors under combatant activities.
Training environments, particularly those with large
numbers of non-combatant civilian populations, present
a special challenge for creating realistic background
activity. Ideally training environments should contain
the ability to add realistic civilian pattern of life (POL)
activities that are not related to the military training, but
certainly interact with it. We believe that an enabling
technology for the addition of urban POL is the automatic
creation of environmental cues that can be used by the AI
or SAF system to plan behaviors and simulate activities.
We call these cues “annotated urban environments.”
These cues provide the semantic organization of an urban
area so that civilian entity activities can be based upon
that spatial layout.
Annotated urban environments are unlikely to come
directly from source GIS data because while one
might expect that urban GIS data would contain
detailed information regarding the spatial layout of the
environment, in fact most urban source data is limited to
road networks and building footprints. Even if additional
information is available, usually from city planning or
utility companies, the relationships between semantic
areas must be derived from the basic GIS source data.
These relationships, when made explicit, support entity
planning rather than requiring manual delineation, as is
the case in most AI-based activity systems.
In this paper we show that the evolution of basic urban
source data toward an annotated urban environment,
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which can be compiled into correlated visual,
constructive, and serious game environments along with
external semantic information, can be used to provide
compelling background entity activity.

• Drive to work and park a car, walk from car to
office, enter office building

Where Pattern of Life Fits

• Leave restaurant in group, individually return to
place of work

Most serious games and constructive simulations used
for defense simulation and training have a component
that allows the user to construct “scenarios” that
reflect the behaviors of synthetic entities in the game
environment. These scenarios involve placing entities
and physical resources, defining a small set of actions to
be performed, and organizing sets of goal states (i.e., clear
this building, move to this location, engage opposing
forces, etc). These “training specific” behaviors interact
with the runtime environmental representation to ask
questions about routing, obstacles, line of sight (LOS),
and other environmental cues. The implementation of
these behaviors is generally highly runtime specific and
tailored to how the runtime environment is described.
The “actors” in these situations are typically adversaries.
Pattern of life is a highly cultural concept, which varies
widely. Even within the same country, daily patterns will
differ based upon urban, suburban, and rural locales.
The goal of this work is to provide a common process
to generate environmental cues that are comprised of
both geometric and semantic data and are automatically
created from the geospatial source data used to create the
simulation runtime.
In order to provide background civilian activity within a
gaming environment, a number of techniques have been
developed to reduce the level of effort in having large
numbers of entities interacting with the environment.
The goal is to create what appears to be random or
semi-purposeful motions. The most common of these
involve “milling behaviors” that tend to depict crowds
of entities walking within areas of the environment.
These areas are generally interactively defined as a postprocessing step after the environmental creation process.
This functionality can relieve the level of effort required
for simple behaviors when compared to using entity
level scenario generation. It is unclear whether manual
annotation of areas for POL activity is scalable in terms
of time, effort, and accuracy. Without automation, it is
difficult to achieve rapid adaptation of POL in training
activities. Certainly more complex interactions require
more detailed interactive environmental editing.
Our goal is to support large-scale pattern of life behaviors
as an unscripted background activity to training scenarios.
A brief description of one of many typical POL activities
could include the following:
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• Leave office building for lunch, walk to lunch
place, meet with others, go into restaurant

• Leave work, walk to car from office, drive car
from parking lot.
It is not difficult to think of other background activities,
such as shopping for groceries, attending religious
services, gathering for sporting events in parks, walking
to schools, boarding buses for distance transportation, and
so on. The issue is whether the simulation environment
can support these activities and whether that support can
be automated, potentially as a part of the environmental
database generation process.

REQUIREMENTS TO SUPPORT POL
Some basic geospatial information is required in
order to support automated POL activity. Some of this
information is directly available in the source data used
to automatically build visual, constructive, or serious
game runtime environments. Some of it is generated or
derived by the runtime environment itself. Constructive
simulations typically require a topologically correct
transportation network for vehicular routing and
some information regarding obstacles (e.g., buildings,
rivers, water bodies, foliage) in order to do basic entity
navigation. Advanced constructive simulations, such as
OneSAF, have additional representations for buildings
and underground structures (e.g., UHRB) that provide
a direct description of the internal topology of the
structures. This includes apertures (e.g., windows doors),
internal structure (e.g., rooms, stairs, floors), and other
information to support entity navigation. Serious games
generally require additional information, including
collision volumes, navigation meshes, and meshes to
support runtime visual effects, such as shadow casting.
However, most notably, there is minimal use of semantic
information (e.g., building types, building function,
names of objects in the environment) that could be
leveraged to support POL activity. It is often the case
that AI must infer spatial relationships and content from
the game geometry without benefit from other semantic
information.
The following is the set of basic information that we
believe is required to support a POL activity.
• Locations of objects and the properties of places
in the environment
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• Spatial organization of the urban terrain for
appropriate routing of pedestrians and vehicles

Table 1

Pedestrian Routing

Vehicular Routing

• Properties with a rich set of spatial attribute
descriptors (i.e., types of buildings based
on function [e.g., residential, commercial
administrative, parking lots] and types of open
areas based upon human use [e.g., parks, soccer
fields, stadiums, lakes, open space])

• Sidewalk
areas

• Road areals

We believe that this information can be generated from
some combination of the following techniques:
• automatically using the geospatial source data to
build the 3D runtime environment

• Building
entrances

• automatically augmenting the geospatial source
data using scripting based upon urban density
statistics
• interactively augmenting the source data prior to
3D generation
We call these environments “annotated” in that they
contain all of the semantic information and additional
geometric information, which is not generally present in
the visual, constructive, or gaming runtime environment.
In that sense we want to develop a set of geospatial data
that is run-time independent, where disparate AI and
planning systems associated with simulation runtimes
can use the same annotated environment.

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
Urban environments vary widely depending on the area of
the world. However, there are common themes of human
geography and in particular, human activity. In order to
have a broadly applicable solution for the generation
of annotated environments, we want to make minimal
assumptions about available source data. Therefore we
have restricted ourselves, requiring that road centerlines
and building footprints be present in the course data.
From those primitives we derived all other features, using
a combination of computational geometry and image
processing techniques as applied to a raster representation
of the urban environment. The goal is to minimize human
interaction to post processing checks and to make the
generation of annotated urban environments an integral
part of the runtime database creation process.
Table 1 provides a basic list of spatial descriptions that
represent the core of an annotated urban environment.
We loosely divide this into two general classes: spatial
cues for pedestrian routing and spatial cues required for
intelligent vehicular routing. Obviously there is some
overlap in how these areas could be used, and this is not
meant to be an exhaustive list of potential constructs.
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• Crosswalk
areas
• Buildings

• Road centerlines
• Road intersection
area
• Intersection
points
• Parking areas
• Parking curb
cutouts

Figure 1 shows the system organization, which generates
the game runtime environment simultaneously with the
POL spatial organization. As we will discuss in subsequent
sections, this POL representation can be disseminated as
a collection of derived layers, as described in Table 1,
or organized with an abstraction system using an API to
hide the actual implementation details.
It is important to mention that the generation of spatial
layers is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
providing navigation cues. What is missing and needs to be
generated within the system are the semantic relationships
between objects at various layers as described in Table 1.
We expect that inter-layer topology would be described
as a set of mappings between named objects in each layer.
For example, the system would assign a unique identifier
for each element (e.g., road, crosswalk sidewalk, parcel,
etc.) in the augmented environment:
• crosswalk 42 connect sidewalk 37 and 61
• crosswalk 42 crosses road surface 84
• sidewalk 37 is adjacent to parcel 54
• parcel 54 contains buildings <building list>
• building 101 has entrances at <location list>
• road 14 intersects road 37 at intersection 99

Figure 1: Annotated Urban Environments Process Flow
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Figure 2: Process Flow for Annotated Layer Generation

Figure 2 gives a conceptual data flow for producing
annotated urban environments. As previously discussed
we rely on the most basic source data components for
building the urban environment, buildings, roads, and
aggregation of buildings into parcel areas. Our source
data processing involves the application of basic
computational geometry calculations to build network
topology for the road layers. This is followed by the
application of various raster image processing techniques
(i.e., expansion, erosion, and dilation) to construct
polygonal representations for the basic set of derived
layers. Other computational geometry calculations allow
us to create uniquely named segments, compute the
spatial relationships between those segments, and store
those as attribution to the geometry.

organized urban areas, there is a high variability in the
road network with numerous curved sections, T-junctions,
and multiple lanes with center medians. As such, this is
an aggressive test case for this new technology.

GENERATION OF AN ANNOTATED URBAN
ENVIRONMENT
Figure 3 is a satellite photograph of a complex urban
area containing over 360,000 unique building footprints
and associated road network. Unlike many rectangular
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Figure 3: Satellite Image Showing Urban Structure
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Figure 4a: Input 2D Building Footprints

Figure 4b: Input Road Network Layer

Figures 4a-b show the input data layers, which consist
of 2D building footprints and road networks composed
of centerlines attributed with a road width. This data is
used as illustrated in Figure 2 as the starting point for
automatic generation of the derived layers.

facades with entrances, and parametrically placed
lighting.

Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 are all shown on the following
pages. Figures 5a-f show six of the derived layers that
comprise the annotated urban environment. These
include road junction areas, street islands or medians,
sidewalk areas, pedestrian crosswalks, vehicle parking
areas, and building entrance points. These examples
demonstrate that our process can scale to large areas with
high complexity.
Figures 6a-d show a small sub-area, which allows
us to drill down into the geometric details. Figure 6a
is an overview of the area of interest (black box area)
with buildings (brown) and individual buildings (black
outlines), building entrances (black dots), sidewalks
(peach), parking areas (pink), crosswalks (green), road
centerlines (red), and road surfaces (blue). Green areas
are parcel boundaries where the collective building
footprints do not cover the extent of the parcel.
Figure 6b shows the area with a road T-junction in the
center, with a set of three crosswalks generated by our
process. Figures 6c and 6d show the visual representation
in this area in Bohemia Interactive Simulations Virtual
Battlespace 2 (VBS2). This was created using TerraTools
4 from the source data shown in Figures 3 and 4. These
figures show the visual realization of some of the derived
layers in the game runtime, including sidewalks, building
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RESULTS WITH AUTOMATED POL
We can present some preliminary experiments with
using the annotated urban environment to control entity
behaviors automatically without the need of specific
activity scripting. This work is in conjunction with
SimCentric Technologies, using the VBS2 1.60 runtime.
Using our COTS TerraTools product and the developmental
technology described in this paper, we produced a small
1.5km x 1.5km urban inset from the source data shown in
Figures 4a-b in VBS2 1.60 and as a set of ESRI annotated
shape files. These files were loaded into SimCentric’s
“Urban Ambience” runtime environment and processed
to create internal representations for controlling civilian
background behaviors.
Figures 7a-b illustrate the unscripted entity path
behaviors (green overlap path lines) in the “T-junction”
area shown in Figure 6a-d. Without the annotated layers
there is apparently no impediment to using the streets as
a valid area for pedestrian traffic. Additionally, the routes
are somewhat free form and random, which is unrealistic
in terms of typical pedestrian traffic. This is contrasted
with the results shown in Figures 7c-d, which illustrates
the effects of knowledge of road surfaces and more
importantly, crosswalks to constrain civilian movement.
These constraints cause entities to use the sidewalk areas
and street crossing and are limited to moving into the
crosswalk areas and back onto the sidewalks.
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Figure 5a: Road Junction Areas (Derived)

Figure 5b: Street Islands (Derived)

Figure 5c: Sidewalks (Derived)

Figure 5d: Pedestrian Crosswalks (Derived)

Figure 5e: Parking Areas (Derived)

Figure 5f: Building Entrances (Derived)
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Figure 6a: Sub-area Showing Annotated Environment

Figure 6b: Details Showing Crosswalks and Sidewalks

Figure 6c: “T-junction” Area in VBS2 1.60

Figure 6d: “T-junction” Area in VBS2 1.60

Figure 7a: Entity Paths without Annotated Layers

Figure 7b: Entity Paths without Annotated Layers
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Figure 7c: Entities on Sidewalks in Urban Ambience

Figure 7d: Entities on Crosswalks in Urban Ambience

Figure 8a: City Area Overview

Figure 8b: SimCentric UPOL (Office buildings – blue)

Figure 8c: SimCentric UPOL (Restaurants – Purple)

Figure 8d: SimCentric UPOL (Residential – Pink)
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Figures 8a is an overview of the complete VBS2 database
area created using this process. Figures 8b–d show
some of the attributes (i.e., office building, restaurants,
residential) that can be assigned to buildings based upon
geo-specific knowledge or geo-typical assignment. The
SimCentric UPOL editor allows users to apply postgeneration control. Thus the basic attributed urban
environment can be customized by the simulation
scenario developers.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described a new concept for the
development of annotated environments to support the
automated generation of pattern of life activity in urban
environments. This work largely automated the current
state of the art in manually indicating specific areas of
activity for simple AI behaviors. The process described
creates both runtime environments and the necessary
derived data layers and is independent of the runtime
selected.
We have validated the process with the assistance of
SimCentric Technologies Urban Ambience running under
VBS2 1.60. We believe that the generation of annotated
urban environments has application to a variety of serious
games and AI systems, finding a role as a middleware
layer that provides explicit descriptions to support
automated pattern of life activity.
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